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Thought for the Week

Parashat Pinchas 5782
Rabbi Gabriel Kanter-Webber, 13 July 2022
The census in Parashat Pinchas, and a comparison against the previous census, reveals
that certain families from the Tribe of Levi were shrinking.
A midrash (B’midbar Rabbah 5:1) explains that there was a dispute among the rabbis
about the reason for this population decline.
Rabbi Yosi ben-Zimra said it was because, whenever the ark of the covenant shot out
flames to defeat Israel’s enemies, the Levites carrying it would be gently singed, and as
such they would try to avoid ark-carrying duty. This dismissiveness towards the holiest of
holy duties angered God, who struck down the unwilling.
Not so, said Rabbi Shmuel bar-Nachmani: it was because the Levites were all too eager to
carry the ark. They were fighting over who would get to do it, and, enraged at this
unbecoming behaviour around a holy object, God struck them down.
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What both rabbis seem to recognise is that while God may have had many skills,
volunteer management was not one of them. Furious when people are keen to volunteer,
furious when they’re not, God’s style of leadership relied heavily on command and not at
all on soft words of persuasion.
All of us who’ve worked in any volunteer-led environment know that there are some roles
it’s all but impossible to persuade anyone to do, and some roles which are more glitzy or
glamorous or otherwise able to attract long queues of willing volunteers.
The solution lies in making minor adjustments to both sides of the deal: unpalatable
roles need to be made more palatable, whether by tweaking them to fit into a working
week more easily, or by making them more of a social experience, or even by something
as simple as providing biscuits. Nobody will agree to carry the ark if their ears are going
to get singed.
At the same time, we need to think laterally about potential volunteers’ abilities. It seems
obvious that whoever we recruit to run the shul Facebook page needs IT skills, but
actually, perhaps that’s something they can learn and their availability during the
evenings is a more important asset. Maybe the Levites should have restricted arkcarrying to those without flammable facial hair!
The dwindling numbers of such an important tribe illustrate what happens when roles are
handed out thoughtlessly, when they are blindly doled out in the way they always have
been. It’s the easy option and it results in decline and the loss of potential new talent.
Delving behind the dry census statistics of Parashat Pinchas should remind all community
leaders to do the hard work of looking deeply into their communities, learning about
their flock, and nurturing them to ensure that everyone finds their place.
Shabbat shalom.
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Parashat Balak 5782
6 JULY 2022 – 7 TAMMUZ 5782
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Parashat Chukkat 5782
29 JUNE 2022 – 30 SIVAN 5782
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Parashat Korach 5782
22 JUNE 2022 – 23 SIVAN 5782
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Parashat Shelach Lecha 5782
15 JUNE 2022 – 16 SIVAN 5782
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